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ON THE METHOD O.F THE SOLÜTION OF ELASTICITУ 
THEOBY И.OBLEИ FOE THE INHOMOGENBOUS AND 
ANISOTROPIC BODY 
Vladimir S. Sarkisyan 
Eг van, ÜSSB 
Th probl ms of th th ory of lasticity for an anisotropic 
and inhomog n ous body has Ъ n investigat d by Sent-Venan, 
Foight, S.G. L khnitsky, S.A. Ambartsumyan, V.A. Lomakin, G.B. 
Coltchin and oth. 
The detailed surv y of the problem on can find in works 
M - [53. 
In the present paper th methods of the solution of two 
class of problems for a common-type anisotropic and inhomogen ous 
body is suggested. 
1. W shall consider a g neralized toгsion of the cylindrical 
prismatic homogeneous bar with rectilinear common-typ anisotropy 
(21 or 18 elastic constants) [І]# Here is assumed, that the bar 
is in equillibrium on the action of a load distributed on the 
foreheads and torsional moment BЦ. It is assumed too, that the 
lateral surface is free from an external force and volume forc s 
ar negl cted. For the sake of simplicity the cross-s ction 
domain ( Л ) assum d to be bounded and simple-connect d. 
Then the components of stress tensor can be founded by the 
formula 
^"Vï Г' ч r ӯ ü г ' Cяz— ъґЩ' 
provided functions F (зc,y) and лfг (x,y) to be known. These func-
tion satisfy the following system of equations. 
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p - elastic constants satisfy well-known unequallity [-*] 
« 4 >°> Ai/JjVj ^°' 0,J*H w > ( 1 , 5 ) 
r we assume that <** *w ' * 
^ = *>ts> &**J! : >&-*JS'/U~
S * * ' . & * « £ ' (1.6) 
where § is a small parameter and $ =0 if the plane of cross-sec-
tion is a plane of elastic symmetry. 
Then the system of differential equations (1.2) may be 
written as 
L\S\$L^ =0 ^ (1.7) 
where following notations are used 
The solution of (1.7) is expanded in power series in small 
physical paramater $ as follows 
SJ-= ir« * $^rA + tf ifc-*- a-9) 
F - F0t 5F, + $*F^*.. (l.io) 
Then for the determination of f ^ C ^ ) > ,>fcpci<!) Unctions 
from equation (1.3) and (1.7) one can obtain the follow system 
of recurrent boundary problems 
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^3T~^~° ' vx^;«-r; 
/-MF K" 1^)3), (i = - - V f c M ^ (x,a)e-S--, (1#12) 
^ ^ ^ K C X > ^ > C*>3)<- - * * a.15) 
(K---f, .?,3-) 
- f e « o , Cx,a)<=r, 
where .-.-... 
3<r "5^> 3«*-^Fi + y > SP*)—^* > C*«<..->*»-;.(i.i4) 
It follows from (1.11) that FQ = 0. Thus, the solutioo of 
the problem of a generalized torsion of a homogeneous bar with a 
very common-type anisotropy reduce to a Dumber of problems simi-
lar to problems of bars torsion (1.1?) and plane problem for a 
body with special-type anisotropy (with one plane of symmetry at 
each poiDt-lJ or 12 elastic constants). 
I D view of Sobolev's theorem [6] and some results of works 
[497] following theorems can be proved. 
Theorem 1. There exists a solution of the boundary problem 
(1.13) of the form (1.9)* If $<»$<>the series (1.9) converge 
absolutely and uniformly in x,y o n & domain, the first derivative 
of (1.9) in xty cooverge io every ---pC^);* (P*^) aDd *ne secood 
derivative - in ^ C ^ ) only» 
Theorem 2. If $^3>«then the solution of the problem (1.12) 
have the form (1.10). The first and second derivatives of this 
solution converge uniformly in -ft. domain by x,y, the third deri-
vative - in aoy ^fC**-) C p > 0 > aod the forth - ID La{f^) only-
Here <5?© is some constant depending on coefficients and con-
stants entering in Sobolev's theorems. 
2. We consider now a generalized torsion of anisotropic bar with 
a weak inhomogenity [^t7\ -, 
where f^ are constants, f^C*)^) " c o n t l n u o u s k n o w n functions 
of x,y with secood order dervatives at least, o - some small 
physical parameter. Theo the solutioo of the problem we seek as 




 S^ + S ^ t -
In order to determinate F^, *\Jr functions we obtain the 
system of recurrent boundary problems, corresponding to homoge­
neous ones. These problems can be solved using the methods men­
tioned above. 
Finally we note, there are convergence theorems for F.,*\Jr 
series on the analogy of 1 section. 
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